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1. INTRODUCTION 
All groups considered are finite and solvable. Let X and 9 be Fitting classes. 
X is said to be strongly contained in g, denoted X Q OY, if in every group G an 
X-injector of G is contained in some *-injector of G. It is easy to see that “<” 
induces a partial order on the family of Fitting classes. Strong containment in 
Fitting classes was introduced by Lockett [l l] and later studied by Makan [ 131. 
An analgous ordering on the family of saturated formations has been considered 
by Cline [3] and D’Arcy [4], and one on the family of all Schunck classes by 
Doerk [5] and Hawkes [6]. 
Lockett [lo] introduced a new Fitting class X* = {G j (G x G)x is subdirect 
in G x G} whose injectors in a group G are very closely related to the X- 
injectors of G. Assume that X C (9 c X*. In Theorem 3.2 of [IO] Lockett 
shows that if Y is a g-injector of G, then Y,q , the X-radical of I’, is an X- 
injector of G. Hence not only is X Q 09, but an X-injector of G is actually 
a normal subgroup of a g-injector of G. These facts lead to the following 
definition. Let X and oy be Fitting classes. Then define 3 to be strictly normal 
in g, denoted X U< 02, provided that whenever Y is a !y-injector of the 
group G, then YE is an X-injector of G. Strict normality induces a partial order 
on the family of Fitting classes. 
The purpose of this series of papers is to investigate certain properties of strict 
normality. For example, the second paper is devoted to the construction of an 
infinite number of Q-closed Fitting classes X <I< CV C J+‘3, X =;i- <y. In 
particular, g g X*. 
The present paper is devoted to the development of some of the elementary 
properties of strict normality. Let 9” C @ be Fitting classes. Our first theorem 
gives detailed information about a group G of minimal order in which Yr is not 
an X-injector of G, even though Y is a OV-injector of G. From this we connect 
strict normality with the *-operation introduced by Lockett [lo]. We show that 
X u < g if and only if .X* 4 < @*. Further, X 4 < g if and only if [G,, X] < 
Gx for each group G and each X-injector X of G. Also from the description of 
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the minimal counterexample, if I is an index set and Ei 4 < g’Ji for each i E I, 
then &, Ji Q< & gvi . With this result as a main tool, we fix a Fitting 
class g, consider the collection of all Fitting classes which are strictly normal 
in 03 and conclude a meet and a join exist under which these Fitting classes form 
a complete lattice, with 4 < as a partial order. Questions about properties of 
this lattice and about coincidence of this lattice with the “strong normality 
lattice” obtained by Bryce and Cossey in [2] have been enjoyable investigated. 
In the second paper of this series, we show that the strict normality lattice differs 
from the strong normality lattice. 
Our notation is customary within Fitting class theory. Since our motivation is 
rooted so deeply in the notions of Lockett’s papers [9, lo], the reader is referred 
to his papers. 
The properties of injectors give many equivalent views of strict normality. 
The statement that an A?-injector of G is a normal subgroup of some OY-injector 
of G for every group G is equivalent to 3 Q < ~9. Of immediate use is a more 
detailed equivalence. Let 2 be a Sylow system of G and let Y be the unique 
JJ-injector of G into which .Z reduces. If X is the unique %-injector of G into 
which Z reduces, that X 4 Y, for all G and Z, is equivalent to % <3< ?y/. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let 5 and 3 be Fitting classes with 5 C g. Suppose G is of 
minimal order such that an X-injector of G is not a normal subgroup of any OY- 
injector of G. Let Z be a Sylow system fey G and let X be the .9?-injector of G and Y 
the %-injector of G into zohich Z reduces. Then 
(1) IfN2G,XnNaG. 
(2) 1’ u G and G = YX. 
(3) lf M is a maximal normal subgroup of G, G =m IMX and consequently G 
has a unique maximal normal subgroup M. 
(4) [X, k-1 5. GTx , for any K 4 G such that GT < K < M. 
(5) M/GyF -= F(G/Gf), the Fitting subgroup of G/G, . 
(6) MIGr z- ,?i? is a q-group f or some prime q, X/G% is a cyclic group of 
prime order p, p f q, X/G% is irreducible on M/@(M) and centralizes G(m). 
Proof. (1) Let N 2 G and IA = NG(N n X). By Corollary (4.3)(c) of [9], 
2: reduces into L. Now X n AT is an %-injector of N, Y n N is a g-injector of N 
and .Z n A’reduces into both. Thus by minimality of G, X n N 4 Y n N. But 
X n N = (Y n N), , Y n N 4 Y and so X n N 4 Y. Therefore (X, Y) ,<L, 
2 n L is a Splow system for L, Z n L reduces into the x-injector X of L and the 
og-injector Y of L. Thus the minimality of G forces L = G, i.e. X n N u G. 
(2) Let D = N,(E), the normalizer of the Sylow system Z. Corollary (4.3)(c) 
of Lockett [9] gives D < N,(Y). Choose M a maximal normal subgroup of G. 
By (I), X n M 4 G and so S n M = ME . By a result of Fischer’s ([9, 
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Theorem (4.8)]), X < (X n M)D. Since X n M < Y n M, X < N,(Y). 
Now Z reduces into No(Y) and so as before Arc(Y) = G. By Proposition (3.1.5) 
of [l 11, ,Z then reduces into XY, and a similar deduction gives XY = G. 
(3) Let M be a maximal normal subgroup of G. If MX < G, then X < M 
and so by (I), X Q G. Thus G = MX. 
If Ml were another maximal normal subgroup of G, then G’ -< (Ml n M)X 
and so (Ml n M)X q G. Hence G = (Ml n M)X = MIX n MX. Hilfsatz 
(2.5) of Huppert [g] gives that X = (X n M,)(X n M) and, from (l), it follows 
that X Q G. Thus G must have a unique maximal normal subgroup. 
(4) Let K ~3 G with G-F < K < M. Because X n M = X n K, 
XK < G. Now K E g and K 4 XK, X is an %-injector of XK and so by the 
minimality of G, XK E OJ with X 4 XK. Thus [X, K] < X n K = Gx . 
(5) Clearly G/G2 is not nilpotent, for if X d<l G, then X 4 G. If 
W/Gs = F(G/G%)) and W < M, by (4) X < C,(F(G/Gx)) < W. Hence 
W = M. 
(6) These are immediate consequences of the previous statements. 
We conclude with two lemmas: one concerning the relationship between 4 < 
and C, and the other concerning the characteristics of Z.? and g when X Q < @. 
The characteristic of a Fitting class 9, char 4, is the set of primes p such that 
yD C % where 9n denotes the class of p-groups. 
LEMMA I .2. Let 3?%, g, 3’ be Fitting classes with d C Oy C .3’. If % 4 < 3, 
then% d< ?V. 
Proof. Suppose % is not strictly normal in +!J and let G be of minimal order 
in which an s-injector of G is not a normal subgroup of some UZ-injector of G. 
Then G has a unique maximal normal subgroup M, ME ?/ and G = MX 
where X is an .%-injector of G. The Z-injector of G is normal, has X as a normal 
subgroup and contains M. Consequently X 4 G, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let X be a non-trivial Fitting class. If g 4 < g, then char X = 
char OJ. 
Proof. Suppose p E char(~)\char(Z’) and let 4 E char(%). Denote by C, the 
cyclic group of order 9, and let A be a GF( p)[C,]-module which is both faithful 
and irreducible. Let AC, be the semidirect product of A by C, . Then C, is an 
.%-injector of AC, , AC, E g and C, u AC, . This contradiction completes 
the proof. 
2. CONDITIONS FOR STRICT NORMALITY 
Examination of the structure for the minimal counterexample given in 
Theorem 1.1 instructs how to formulate conditions which will imply strict 
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normality. Noting that if g = Y, the class of finite solvable groups, then 
X Q < ?Y simply means % is a normal Fitting class. Sometimes one may adjust 
conditions implying normality to conditions implying strict normality. For 
instance, call %l?9 if X C o?, and for each group G, each %-complemented 
chief factor of G between Gs/ and GF is central. Theorem 1.1 yields that XIW 
implies Z” Q< UY. Other conditions implying strict normality may be refined 
from Beidleman [I] and Makan [12]. 
More subtle and surprising though, is connection with Lockett’s *-operation 
given in [lo]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let X C g. Then 3” Q< V if and o&y ifX* Q< SY*. 
Proof. First, if %“* 4 < %‘*, then 97 d < d@* and, from the Lemma 1.2, 
it follows % U< nJ. 
Conversely, suppose that Y q< u9, but X* is not strictly normal in V. 
Let G be of minimal order in which an %*-injector is not a normal subgroup of 
some OY*-injector. Theorem 1.1 gives that G,, is the “J*-injector of G and if 
X* is an %*-injector of G, then G = G,,X*. 
Theorem 3.1 of Lockett [lo] gives that Xx x X* is the %*-injector of G x G 
and thus (X* x X*)% = XT* x X.q*(( x, x-l) j x E X*> is the x-injector of 
G x G while the OJ/-injector is subdirect in G,, x GqI. Projecting onto the 
first co-ordinate gives X* u Gc9, , a contradiction. Thus !Z”* d< g*. 
Let 9 be a Fitting class and let X, :- n (9 ! 9* =~-. S*, 9 a Fitting class}. 
Theorem 3.2 of [lo] gives that Z”.+ <1< .%* and Corollary 3.5 of [2] yields 
Z.+ C Y, whenever ug is a Fitting class containing 9”. Because of Lemma 1.2 and 
Theorem 2.1, we obtain 
THEOREM 2.2. Let 9” C VY. Tim X u < 0x IY and only ;f S, 4 < g* . 
Strict normality provides another avenue for demonstrating the normality of 
a Fitting class. Recall that .Y,, denotes the class of p-groups and the product 
ST-@ =- (G 1 G/G3 E x?glj. 
THEOREM 2.3. 3 is a normal Fitting class zy and only ;f X CI < U&for all p. 
Proof. If 3 is a normal Fitting class, then % a < ?Y for each 0% containing 3. 
Conversely, assume that !E is not normal, then apply Theorem 1.1 with 9Y 
the class of solvable groups. There is a group G with a unique maximal normal 
subgroup M, and %-injector X such that G = MX and M n X = GYr , and 
M/Gx is a q-group for some 9 # 1 G : M I. Thus M is the .YYU-injector of G, 
but X g M, a contradiction. Hence, % must be normal. 
Application of Lemma 1.2 gives the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.4. If g is a Fitting class such that char 9 is the set of all primes, 
then 5 is a normal Fitting class ;f and only if .!Z u < XV. 
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Let 9? c g be Fitting classes. Recall that % is strongly normal in g if [Gg , 
Aut(G)] < Gx for each group G. By Lemma 3 of [I] .5? is strongly normal in 
g if and only if g C E*. The structure of the minimal counterexample derived 
in Theorem 1.1 allows comparison of strict normality with strong normality as 
seen in the next theorem. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let S C g be Fitting classes. Then 55 U< g if and only if 
fw each group G, [G, , X] < Gx where X is an X-injector of G. 
Proof. Assume that 9” Q< OY and let G be a group. Let Y be a g-injector 
of G. Then Yz is an %-injector of G. Since Ys and G9 are normal in Y, it 
follows that [Yx , G,] < Gq r\ Ys = (GB)~ = Gz . 
Conversely, assume that X is not strictly normal in %. By Theorem 1.1 there 
exists a group G with unique maximal normal subgroup M, and X-injector X 
such that G = IMX and M A X = Gz , and M/G% = F(G/Gg) is a q-group for 
some prime q # [G : M]. Moreover, M G g. Therefore, [M, X] < Gs con- 
tradicts the fact that F(G/Gs) = M/G% . 
3. LATTICE OF FITTING CLASSES 
In this section we describe a “local” lattice of Fitting classes similar to that 
presented by Bryce and Cossey [2]. We will compare these two lattices. If ?/ 
is a fixed Fitting class, then the collection of Fitting classes strongly normal in V 
is a lattice which is isomorphic with the lattice of subgroups of an abelian torsion 
group. Strong normality implies strict normality and we seek a lattice structure 
for the collection of Fitting classes strictly normal in a given Fitting class. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let I be an index set and suppose for each i E I, A%?~ 4 < u#i . Then 
h~i -4-c niEl gi. 
Proof. Let 9? = fiiE, xi , 0J = nis, “Ji . Suppose 9” is not strictly normal 
in g and again appeal to Theorem 1.1, There is a group G with unique maximal 
normal subgroup M, ME 9/ and G has an X-injector X with G = MX and 
MnX==G,. Let Xi be an %*-injector of G, i E I. Then Xi 4 G for each 
i E 1. Hence, Xi < M for some i. Consider the group X,X. Since Xi n X = Gx , 
Xix # G. Let Y be a g-injector of Xix. Then Yz is the X-injector of Xix 
and hence X = Ycz and so Y, C Xi. Th’ 1s contradiction completes the 
proof. 
For the remainder of this article, fix a Fitting class g. Let [L,(g) = 
(9 / .F (I< TV, 9 # { 1)). If %“r , %a E [L,(g), define %r v %a == n (9 E lL,(+V) 1 
.Fi (I< s for i = 1,2}. Lemma 3.1 verifies that for i = 1,2, %^i Q < X1 v xt*, E 
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IL,(‘Y). Lemma 1.2 certifies that X1 v Xz is the least upper bound for X, and 
Xz under a<. Thus, 
THEOREM 3.2. (R,(C!l), a <, n, v) is a complete lattice. 
We shall denote the smallest element in L,(g) by @‘. 
We return with less generality to the strong normality lattice described by 
Bryce and Cossey [2]. The partial order coincides with set inclusion and it is 
implicit from their work in [2], that X is strongly normal in 9 if and only if 
X* ==F*andXCq I . 
Let [L,(g) = (9 j 5* = ?V*, 3 C “Y}. The smallest element in IL,(g) is 
the Fitting class GY.+ introduced in the last section. As previously mentioned, 
IL,(g) is a sublattice of iL,(??). 
PROPOSITION 3.3. R,(tY) = R,(g) if and only if’9 = ‘g* . 
Proof. If IL,(g) = lL,(OY), clearly g = oY.+ .
Conversely, if g = %‘* and X E $(%‘), then ?Yv, C X C Y and so p*)* = 
GY* C X* C g* by Theorem 2.2 of [2]. Thus X EL&Y). 
It has not become apparent whether [L,(?J) satisfies the same algebraic identities 
that the subgroup lattice of an abelian group satisfies. From Proposition 3.3, 
a counterexample necessarily has g # Y* , but many of the most familiar 
Fitting classes OJ satisfy 9 = 4(y, . In the second paper of the present series we 
construct an infinite number of Q-closed Fitting classes Oy such that g # OY* . 
The construction of our examples is inspired by and is an extension of the rather 
intricate construction of Hawkes in [7]. We also seek more definite statements 
about when ?J = 5Y* _ 
To conclude we exhibit an interaction between products of Fitting classes and 
strict normality. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let ,F anduY be$xedFitting classes. The mapping X --, 9X 
is a lattice homomorphism from [L,(g) into U-,(9%‘). 
Proof. Let X E $(Y). Lemma 1.3 gives that char X = char Y. The con- 
struction of 9X- and FSY-injectors is made explicit in Theorem 3.2 of [9]. 
We refer the reader to Theorem 3.2 of [9] and it follows immediately that 
9X 4 < SSY. Since g(&, XJ = &, flXi , the correspondence -+ is a meet 
homomorphism. Therefore X+9X is a lattice homomorphism. 
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